
Tuning
Tuning a ukulele by ear can be difficult, at first, so I recommend 
using an online tuner. The notes from top to bottom are “G,” 
“C,” “E,” and “A.” Once you hear the correct pitch pluck the 
string. If the pitch of the plucked string is higher than the pitch of 
the tuner your ukulele is sharp, if is lower then it is flat.
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The Ukulele frontboard is 
facing up and toward you. 

How to read a traditional Chord Chart and get the lingo to understand “text chords.” 

The Numbers 
represent 
suggested 
fingers to use.

The circles show where 
your fingers are 
supposed to go. The 
“0” signifies an open 
string.
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The Anatomy of Chord Charts

Get Good Tone

Strumming Patterns

Text Chords 
Sometimes when quickly 
referring to chords they will 
be four numbers. These are 
the fret numbers for each 
string in the order G, C, E, A

Joy Spread Around the World
Israelʼs “Facing Feature” (the album featuring 
“Somewhere over the Rainbow”) is the first Hawaiian 
album to be certified Platnium by RIAA and to have 
more than 1,000,000 copies sold.

Make sure to hold your ukulele away from your body and have it only barely touching 
you because otherwise the sound will not be as vibrant. Use good strings. Good strings 
can make even a very cheap ukulele sound magnificent. Take time to get to know your 
ukulele- there is not a science to exactly where it should be strummed, but find the sweet 
spot. Generally, if you strum close to the bridge you will get a very thin reedy sound. 
Lastly, look after your uke. Ukuleles do not handle humidity or sun very well.

Basic strumming patterns include “Downs” and “Ups” on the Ukulele. 
These can be rearranged to play a large variety of rhythms and songs.
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0 G C E A

G string 
is open

2 G E A

C string second 
fret is played 

C

2 G E A

C string 
second fret 
is played 

C3 G E A

E string 
third fret is 
played 

C

Down
Hit the strings with the 
nail of your index finger

Up
On your way up hit the strings 
with the pad of your index finger.  

Down Down (pause) Up Down Up 

Somewhere Over the Rainbow/
What a Wonderful World

 Somewhere over the rainbow / Way up high 

And the dreams that you dreamed of 

Once in a lullaby 

C F

F

Am

C

C

Blue birds Fly 
F C

Em

 Somewhere over the rainbow 

And the dreams that you
                

Once in a lullaby 

dreamed of

Way up high 

C

F

F

Am

C

C

Em

Em

 Somewhere over the rainbow 
C Em

Somewhere Over The Rainbow strum pattern 

C E G A

Jumpstart into playing your first song “Somewhere Over the Rainbow”

G C

Am

F

Dreams really do come true 
FG Am

And the dreams that you dreamed of 
F C

F

Am
Wake up where the clouds are far behind me
Em

F

Am
High above the chimney tops is where 

youʼll find me

Em

Someday Iʼll wish upon a star
C

Where trouble melts like lemon drops

repeat verse 

repeat chorus

Chord Explanation

Somewhere Over the Rainbow 
The Global Journey

#1 seller 
single after 

airing on 
Axe 
commercial

(Germany)

Oct. 2010

Spent ten 
weeks in 
the top 100 
over two 
years (UK)

April 2007

Nov. 2010

 3 million paid downloads in US by Oct. 2007
Oct. 2007 The chords are illustrated 

by color on the ukulele

Lyrics and Chords

Peaked as 

#1 in 
France

Dec. 2010Peaked as 
#6 in 
Austria

Peaked as 

#1 in 
Switzerland

Dec. 2010

Am is 
 labeled by 

the same 
colored dot 

on the ukulele

Israel Kamakawiwoʼole
In Hawaiian Israelʼs last name 

translates “the fearless eye, the 
bold face.” This native son was 

a rare breed, an almost pure 
Hawaiian of unusual lineage. 

His ukulele version of 
“Somewhere over the Rainbow” 
reached many top record spots 

around the world.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Israel_Kamakawiwoʻole

http://www.izhawaii.com


